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	priority_high PRE-ORDERS Shipping 10th April
            
	priority_high PRE-ORDERS - Shipping 5th April 2024
            
	priority_high PRE-ORDERS Shipping 10th April
            
	priority_high PRE-ORDERS Shipping 12th March
            
	local_fire_department Initial release sold out in 3 days (thank you!)
            
	grade BRAND NEW FOR SPRING 2024!
            
	grade BRAND NEW FOR SUMMER 2024!
            
	local_fire_department Last few remaining.. nearly sold out!
            
	local_offer Last few remaining, be quick!
            
	computer Complete the waitlist form below and we'll be in touch.
            
	check_circle Weekly training plan working towards your personal goals.
            
	directions_run Pacing, full guidance and feedback for every run.
            
	info_outline Advice for race goals, strength work and life planning.
            
	people Unlimited communication via text message
            
	mood Working closely together to hit your running dreams!
            
	call Unlimited communication via phone.
            
	local_shipping FREE UK delivery & FREE 45 day returns!
            
	people_outline Limited edition collab with Sarah Place!
            
	create Hand written card from Sarah with every order!
            
	local_fire_department Keep warm on all your adventures this winter.
            
	location_on Embroidered, printed and knitted in the UK.
            
	shopping_cart Save BIG with our best seller bundles!
            
	waves Top 100% recycled polyester from ocean plastic waste.
            
	whatshot Stay warm during all your runs and walks.
            
	straighten One size fits most with warm elastic yarns!
            
	verified_user Highest quality durable hat, will last years!
            
	directions_run Perfect for training, racing or casual.
            
	location_on Screen printed in London.
            
	people Unisex cut, suitable for everyone.
            
	check_circle 100% super soft organic cotton.
            
	location_on Screen printed in London.
            
	check_circle 100% super soft organic cotton.
            
	group Collab with legendary London brand Soar
            
	sentiment_very_satisfied Feel amazing in the ultimate race day singlet
            
	flash_on Ultra lightweight, weighs only 44g
            
	timer Get ready to smash your PB
            
	directions_run Advanced moisture wicking fabric, to keep you cool.
            
	waves 100% recycled polyester from ocean plastic waste.
            
	verified Designed for runners, by runners.
            
	flash_on Look cool, feel great, run your personal best!
            
	location_on Screen printed in London
            
	check_circle 85% Soft Organic Cotton, 15% Recycled Polyester
            
	people Unisex cut, suitable for everyone.
            
	directions_run Get pumped up for your race in style!
            
	ac_unit So soft and warm to keep you going in the cool!
            
	sentiment_satisfied Over 14 ways to wear, how will you wear yours??
            
	directions_run Celebrate your amazing sub 3 marathon in style!
            
	directions_run Celebrate your amazing sub 4 marathon in style!
            
	directions_run Celebrate your amazing sub 5 marathon in style!
            
	location_on Embroidered in London
            
	whatshot Weighs just 49g!
            
	whatshot Weighs just 54g!
            
	whatshot Weighs just 38g!
            
	whatshot Weighs just 49g!
            
	local_offer Special Offer - Buy 3 for £32! 
            
	check_circle Instant delivery via email
            
	check_circle Lightweight, breathable, fast drying!
            
	straighten One size fits most, with adjustable clip
            
	thumb_up_alt Highest quality durable fabrics
            
	directions_run Perfect for training, racing or casual
            
	check_circle Lightweight, breathable, fast drying!
            
	straighten One size fits most, with adjustable toggle
            
	thumb_up_alt Highest quality durable fabrics
            
	directions_run Perfect for all running, racing, hiking or casual
            
	refresh All new and updated for 2024!
            
	people Created with ultra runner Sarah Place!
            
	fitness_center (Optional) Add-on: integrated 'at home' strength routine 
            
	check_circle The plan has both miles and kilometres.
            
	article Easy to understand, with full glossary.
            
	edit Notes and tips every week, to keep on track.
            
	watch Pacing chart so you always know how fast to run!
            
	straighten 10 weeks in length
            
	straighten 10 weeks in length
            
	straighten 12 weeks in length
            
	straighten 15 weeks in length
            
	straighten 15 weeks in length
            
	straighten 15 weeks in length
            
	straighten 15 weeks in length
            
	straighten 18 weeks in length
            
	straighten 12 weeks in length, with 3 blocks of 4 weeks.
            
	help_outline You'll be sent a random cap from our lucky dip box
            
	question_answer Possible small imperfections or minor marks
            
	shopping_cart Over 70% off the original price
            
	thumb_up_alt A near perfect cap for a fraction of the price!
            
	help_outline You'll be sent a random top from our lucky dip box
            
	shopping_cart Over 60% off the original price
            
	question_answer Possible small imperfections or minor marks
            
	thumb_up_alt A near perfect top for a fraction of the price!
            
	rate_review Over 3200+ FIVE STAR reviews!
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We Plant Trees
We've planted over 7,400 trees through our partner Ecologi
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Worldwide Shipping
We ship to over 50 countries, with economy and fast tracked options.
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3200+ 5 Star Reviews
The best training plans and running hats on the market, verified by runners everywhere!
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We Care
We are a small family business, each order is packed with kindness and love.
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    Let customers speak for us
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           Marathon Plan Advanced - L4    
       Robert Barry  (GB)   
    
 Massive PB at Brighton! I followed the level 4 plan for the Brighton Marathon 2024 aiming for a target time of 3:15, and managed 3:01:48 - knocking 22 minutes off my previous PB! Needless to say this plan works and I would recommend to all. 


Maybe level 5 and sub-3 is within reach…!


Thanks Ben!
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    N 
           Marathon Plan Improver - L2    
       Nicola Nelson  (GB)   
    
 Great Plan ! I purchased this Plan with the goal of a sub 4 Marathon having done 2 marathons in both 4hrs 9min previously.  I stuck to the plan religiously with only missing 2 sessions in the 15 weeks!  I am so pleased to say I got my 3hr 52min time yesterday and not hitting a wall like I had done before.  Thanks Ben!
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    K 
           #gettingitdone Mens Running Singlet    
     Kenny Ewan  (GB)   
    
 Excellent quality This singlet is superb! Very comfortable, good fit, and looks great. Will definitely be buying more kit from Ben. Keep getting it done💪🤩
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           OG Running Cap    
     B.M.  (GB)   
    
 Perfection I have quite a few hats for running from various well known hat brands and this one is definitely my favourite, tightens really well and actually stays tight, nice and light and love the colours. Will definitely be adding a few more to my collection.
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    F 
           Ben Parkes Running Cap    
       Filip  (HR)   
    
 Great running Cap and superb service and support! I missed first delivery (don't know reason, think it is due to our post office), but support was great and Ben's mum sent it again immediately, no cost! Thank you Ben's mum!

Cap is very light, fits head perfectly, material is very soft so sweat is not a problem. It is great that you can move front panel up and down and it stays the way you want it to be.

Ran 12 km on sun, felt great and comfortable, very satisifeid, liked personal touch (greeting card) very much and it is great that i can support small bussines and help!

Thank you and see you again, it is time to get my first marathon done!

Best Regards from Croatia, Filip
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    S 
           #gettingitdone Running Cap    
       Stefan Terndrup  (DK)   
    
 Lightweight and perfect fit Super lightweight, fits perfectly as always. Design is amazing. Perfect for the spring coming up now and summer when it gets warm, to protect your head.
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    M 
           Sarah Place Elite Running Cap    
       Mike  (US)   
    
 I Love It! Such a fun design! Good air flow, and I like the brim flipping up. I’ve gotten a few compliments on the hat, and I can’t stop wearing it.
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    R 
           #gettingitdone Running Tee    
       Ray Amos  (GB)   
    
 High quality, and very comfortable Excellent top that looks as good as it feels, and given I'm still wearing and loving the two tees I bought from Ben a year and a half ago, which haven't faded or worn out in any way, I'm sure this will also go the distance.


Might be a little mean but I've deducted one star as it's bigger than the two tees I bought in 2022, so fits a little baggy. If I'd known the sizing had changed then I might have been tempted to go for a small instead (I may still buy one anyway with my next order!).


Got another PB in my first road race in the shirt yesterday, over at the Gloucester half. Keep up the great work Ben and Sarah!
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           #gettingitdone Running Tee    
       David Ainsley  (GB)   
    
 New blue wave t-shirt As always a quality product and design. Also great service. I bought the x/s, I'm 5ft 6in tall and it's a great fit. Thanks again for a great product.
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           Sarah Place Elite Running Cap    
       Jen Gillanders  (GB)   
    
 Great cap Love the cap, great design. Love how it fits & it’s easy to adjust. Lightweight, keeps the rain off & the sun out of your eyes. In my running rotation! Also loved the card from Sarah
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